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To Whom It May Concern,
My name is Dr. Janice Gobert, and I am the CEO of Apprendis, as well as a
professor at Rutgers University. Our product is Inq-ITS, standards-aligned virtual labs
for grades 5-10 science that are automatically scored.
Inq-ITS (Inquiry Intelligent Tutoring System) is an online educational
environment for science. With Inq-ITS, students engage in virtual inquiry. Inq-ITS puts
students in control of their own learning, with each participating in their own
authentic inquiry experience. As students work, Inq-ITS uses complex algorithms that
automatically assess students and generate real-time formative reports on
classroom-wide performance for educators on each inquiry skill, summarizing
classroom-wide and individual student performance.
The Inq-ITS Project was started in my lab at Worcester Polytechnic Institute in
2007. From the beginning, the Inq-ITS Project sought to utilize cutting edge learning
science research and revolutionary data mining techniques to engage students in
rigorous virtual science labs with real-time assessment to optimize student learning.
At Inq-ITS, we believe that in order to be successful in the 21st Century, students
need their education to go beyond rote memorization. Our goal is to create virtual
science labs that help students to master critical thinking skills, a practice that will
help students succeed in the classroom and beyond.
Recently, Inq-ITS received a coveted 5-star rating from Common Sense
Education: "Scientific inquiry is truly embedded in Inq-ITS labs, enhancing student
understanding of disciplinary content. Kids can learn from their mistakes and modify
their explanations as they go. Teachers can choose to assign activities with or without
the dinosaur tutor Rex. Rex gives students immediate feedback, coaching them
through inquiry tasks." We have also won other awards that can be seen on the
Awards section of our website.
If you have any questions, call (844) 446-7487 or email info@inqits.com.
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